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Geographical Nature of the Monroe Doctrine
In the New World the Monroe Doctrine is a conspicuous example of
the effect of geography on politics. According to this doctrine no nation
outside of America is allowed to obtain new territory in the Western
Hemisphere or to establish a new government over any part of it. The
United States took the lead in this movement of America for the Ameri-
cans partly because this country is located in the most stimulating cli-
mate of the New World. We were able to maintain it partly because
the wide Atlantic separates the Americas from Europe. The Monroe
Doctrine was first declared in 1823 when the South American countries
had revolted from Spain and were establishing republics. At that time
there was danger that European countries would take possession of South
America as they later took possession of Africa. The United States did
not wish this, for the people here believed in self-government and wanted
the South Americans to have an opportunity to try it for themselves.
If South America had been as close to Europe as Africa is, this country
could not have prevented England, Germany, France, and other Euro-
pean powers from taking parts of Latin America. So much time, expense,
and danger, however, were then involved in transporting an army across
the sea that no European power thought it worth while to risk war with
us in order to obtain colonies. Thus Latin America was left to try its own
experiments in self-government.
QUESTIONS, EXERCISES, AND PROBLEMS
 1.	On an outline map of the United States, color all the boundaries, both state
and national, according to the following scheme: (a) boundaries determined by
mountains—red; (£) by water—blue; (c) by deserts—yellow; (d) by arbitrary lines
of latitude and longitude or other straight lines—green.  Discuss your map to show
what parts of the country are characterized by each kind of boundaries, and why.
 2.	Make a boundary map of Europe like the one for the United States described
in exercise i, and discuss it in the same way.   Write out a statement of the chief
points of contrast between the maps of the United States and Europe, and their
reasons.

